
Why is the University of California trying to KILL
its students, faculty and staff?
Is that why its top managers want EVERYBODY boosted? Or are they just corrupted by Big
Pharma's revenues, and therefore in denial of the risks? Some well-informed (and brave)
professors want to know.
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On October 2, William I. Robinson, Distinguished Professor of Sociology at UC
Santa Barbara, sent a detailed letter to UCSB administrators, protesting their
booster mandate for all students, faculty and staff.

Having got no reply, Prof. Robinson posted his letter on NoCollegeMandates, and
also sent it to some colleagues on his campus. That led to a larger group of faculty
within the UC system to attempt to reach a wider readership, since that mandate
is in force at all the UC schools; and, since it affects not just the faculty (and staff)
but all the students, too, they contacted the editors of UC’s nine student papers, to
see if they might want to run the letter. Certain of those editors were most
receptive, asking only for a shorter version of the letter Robinson had written; and
so the signatories cut it to 900 words, and sent that in.

But now the students wouldn’t run it—a change of heart induced (no doubt) by
pressure from on high, where the interests of Big Pharma, and its all-powerful
affiliates, matter far more than the welfare of the students, faculty and staff who
keep those schools afloat as schools.

Here, then. is the letter that UC’s administrators wouldn’t answer, and that those
student editors (a different breed from those who flourished in the days of the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement) decided not to run.
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UC Professors Decry Dangerous Booster Mandates for Students,
Faculty, and Staff

Below is a letter published yesterday at NoCollegeMandates

(https://nocollegemandates.substack.com/p/letter-from-10-professors-to-the)

signed by 10 University of California professors decrying the UC’s mandating

booster shots for all students, faculty, and staff…
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ALERT! The cause of all those heart attacks is those who claim
that "vaccination" is the cause of all those heart attacks
"The science" is now telling us that all those people "dying suddenly" post-
"vaccination" have, in fact, been stressed to death by "anti-vaxxers"
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States,
June 28-July 4
Linda Kramer (Aerosmith drummer's wife), "Breakin'" star Bruno Falcon, US jet ski
champion Eric the Eagle, YouTuber Technoblade, Xerox CEO John…
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Actors who got fired for saying NO to the needle
Along with athletes like Novak Djokovic, Aaron Rogers and Kyrie Irving, and
musicians like Van Morrison, M.I.A. and Toni Braxton, these actors are among…
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INGRID C DURDEN Nov 26

these kids are blind, deaf and now also muted. what do kids learn in school? to blindly obey orders.
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nymusicdaily Nov 26

think it's time to start Miller University. The refugees from the Nazis did it with the New School for Social

Research in the 30s - too bad that the New School is also requiring the death shots now
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